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Struggling UK's Season
Comes To End, 88-76
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Protests mark
Iraq invasion
anniversary
By The Associated Press
PORTLAND,Ore.(AP) — The fourth anniversary of the war in
Iraq brought thousands of anti-war marchers into the streets for
largely peaceful protests over the weekend, though a large rally in
Portland ended in with scuffles and police using pepper spray.
"This is a war to establish U.S. hegemony," said Susan Hay, a
high school teacher, who marched Sunday in Portland with her two
children and husband. "This is a war to be able to consume everyone else's resources."
The clashes with police
started after the march, when
a small group broke off in
scuffles and a standoff that
lasted into the evening. At
least half a dozen protesters
were detained and police used
pepper spray at one point.
Some said the police overreacted."They showed a huge
amount of force," said Jake
Fagan, 21, who said he had
lost two friends in Iraq. "But
we are just trying to march."
Organizers said there
AP might have been as many as
Emily Bruce joins other anti-war 15,000 people at the staging
protesters marching through the point for the march. Police did
streets of San Francisco on not give a crowd estimate.
In San Francisco, about
Sunday to mark the fourth
anniversary of U.S. invasion of 3,000 people closed Market
Street, a major downtown
!rag.
thoroughfare in an anti-war
demonstration Sunday. In New York, more than 1,000 protesters
converged in a park near the United Nations headquarters. Protesters
also gathered during the weekend in Washington, Los Angeles, San
Diego and Hartford, Conn.
"Our Constitution guarantees the right to peacefully express
one's views," White House spokesman Blair Jones said of the
protests. "The men and women in our military are fighting to bring
the people of Iraq the same rights and freedoms."
On Monday, Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice defended the
decision to go to war in Iraq but acknowledged an initial failure to
send enough troops to handle the civil unrest after the overthrow of
Saddam Hussein.
Asked on CBS's "The Early Show" what the administration
could have done better, Rice replied, -1 don't know. When we look
back over time we will know the answer to that question."
"I do believe that the kind of counterinsurgency strategy in which
Gen.(David) Petraeus is now pursuing. in which we have enough
forces to clear an area and hold it. so that building and governance
can emerge, is-the best strategy." she said.
In New York, police lined sidewalks for the blocks-long procession as protesters carrying signs reading "Impeach Bush," and -Not
one more dollar, not one more death.- marched toward the offices of
Sens. Charles Schumer and Hillary Rodham Clinton.
Actor Tim Robbins, speaking at a rally organized by the New
York chapter of United for Peace and Justice, told the crowd that
getting Congress to cut off funds for the war "would be a good way"
to get the troops home.
"The American people want this war to end," said Robbins. a frequent anti-war protest participant. "That's the message they sent last
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Treasurer
Miller
says he
brings
fresh ideas

OUT GOES WINTER...

... IN COMES SPRING

TOM BERRY & GREG TRAVISILedger & Times
Lone Oak High School softball fans cuddle up together under blankets to stay warm while
watching their team play Saturday morning at Murray High School's "Scrimmage Fest" invitational spring jamboree that took place at the school. The chilly weather was a departure from
recent warmer weather that ushered in colorful buds and blooms on trees around Murray in
preparation for the first day of Spring this week. However, while the season will start off warm
it will also start off wet.

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Jonathan Miller says there is one
obvious distinction between him
and the other six Democratic
candidates for Kentucky governor.
"I see it every morning in the
mirror when l shave." he said. At 39, Miller is more than 10
years younger than each of his
rivals, or any of the Republicap
candidates for that matter. But4
the two-term state treasurer sees
It. his age should be nothing but
an advantage in his pursuit of
the top job in state government.
Along with youth. Miller
says, comes new leaders and
fresh ideas.
A Lexington native, Miller
and his 56-year-old running
mate, Jefferson County Attorney
Iry Maze, are seeking the
Democratic nomination in a
crowded May 22 Democratic
primary.
'Not yet 40. Miller has a
lengthy resume.
Miller has undergraduate and
law degrees from Harvard. In
1988, he worked on Al Gore's
presidential campaign.
Miller lived in Washington
from 1992-1996, and during that
time worked in the Clinton
administration as deputy chief
of staff at the U.S. Department
of Energy, he said. Miller was
also a legislative director for a
Tennessee congressman and
practiced law at the Washingtonbased firm of Latham and
Watkins.
Miller moved back to
Kentucky with his wife, Lisa, in
January 1997 to raise their two
daughters: Emily, now 13, and
Abigail. now 10.
They get paid a lot more in
Washington, but it affects your
family and it certainly affects
your ability to raise kids," Miller
said.
The son of a political science
professor mother and a lawyer
and civil rights activist father,
Miller was the first person in his

III See Page 2A

71/s are fans' gathering spots
during NCAA Tournament time
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
There were a lot of college basketball fans huddling around the television set at home in Murray over the
weekend to see who wouW survive
rounds one and two of the NCAA
Basketball
College
Men's
Tournament.
However there were others that
decided to go to a more public venue
where maybe they could make all the
noise they wanted without disturbance and gathered around large
screen TVs at The Big Apple and
Nicks Family Sport Pub to see how
their favonte team fared.
There were no fans gathered
around the bar at The Big Apple
Saturday afternoon; however bartender Jeremiah Martin said the room
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was filled Friday night. He said some
had even come in Friday morning
when maybe they should have been
somewhere else.
-They sometimes like to take some
time off from work. You know, 'I
have a sudden flu.' and they come in
to watch the game." he said.
Meanwhile at Nicks, Rodney
Bunnell of Murray said he had lost
interest in the tournament in the past
few years. but has become an enthusiastic fan this season with the
Kentucky Wildcats and the Louisville
Cardinals.
"I really haven't been keeping up
with the NCAA until just now," he
said while watching the Lotti316.11.E:,.
Texas A&M game on Nick's big'
screen TV Saturday afternoon. "I've
kept up yvith it in previous years and I
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20% Chance

usually watch it when Kentucky is in
it and Murray State, like they did a
few years ago when they played
Illinois.
-I'd like to see Louisville do
something."
The Cardinals nearly did before
losing to the A&M Aggies 72-69 in
the closing seconds, thus ending
Lousiville's season.
However Jeff Robertson, a visitor
from Champaign. Ill., already lost
interest in this year's fete. His team,
the University of Illinois Fighting
Illini, was already been eliminated
from the tournament, 54-52. by
Virginia Tech.
Some solice may have been the
fact that Tech was defeated in the next

III See Page 2A

TOM BERRY/Ledger 8 Times
Jeff Robertson of Champaign, Ill.. left, Rodney Bunnell of Murray, watch the
Louisville-Texas A&M basketball game on the large screen TV at Nick's Family
Sport Pub Saturday afternoon. Both were backing Louisville to continue in the
tournament. The Cardinals, however, lost to A&M.
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Bomb strikes Shiite mosque
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Smoke rises at a car bombing scene in Kirkuk, Iraq, 290 kilometers 1180 miles) north of Baghdad today. Four blasts
rocked Kirkuk in a 35-minute period in different parts of town
killing at least 12 people and wounding more than 30.
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Marshall County Sheriff's Department
• Deputy Mark Balentine, an accident reconstructionist, responded to a single-vehicle injury crash at 6:45 p.m. Tuesday on Ky.
402 near Hardin. Kenneth W. Klueg. 23, of Hardin, was traveling
west when he leaned over to the right, exited the road to the right
and stuck the end of a bridge The driver and passenger Heather
Barbay, 18, of Hardin, were not injured but another passenger,
Nathan R. Michael, 22, of Hardin, sustained serious injuries
EMS transported Michael to Marshall County Hospital, from
where he was airlifted to Deaconess Hospital in Evansville, Ind.
WASHING lir\
Other deputies and Hardin South Marshall Fire Department also
President Bush marked the assisted Balentine at the scene.
fourth annitersary ot the war in
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
Iraq today, as the White House •A vehicle was reported stolen from a Yarborough Drive location
tried to counter Democratic at 1.19 a.m. Friday. A theft report was taken.
attempts to force a withdrawal • A caller from McDaniel Cemetery Road reported a cell phone
stolen at 12:57 p.m. Friday. A theft case was opened.
of 1._ 1.S troops
Bush was expected it., Issue a • An injury crash was reported on Ky. 121 South at 1247 a.m.
plea for more patience in the Sunday A vehicle rolled over. EMS, Murray Fire Department and
Kentucky State
V.41. which has stretched longer Calloway County Fire-Rescue also responded.
the collision.
with higher sosts than the White Police is handling
• A caller from Ky. 1270 reported a truck stolen at 8:28 a.m.
House e% el anticipated Die
Sunday. A theft case was opened and a deputy went to a Graves
president was to make a stateCounty residence in relation to the investigation
Room
elt
Rooset
ment in the
• A caller from Third Street said at 1:42 p.m. Sunday that someit tan he tempting to look at one had been in a storage trailer. A criminal trespassing case
the challenges in Iraq and con
was opened
Liu& that our hest option is to • A caller from Knight Road reported at 1:45 p.m. Sunday a bin
pack up and go home.- Bush
motor stolen A case was opened for theft by unlawful taking
w as to sa ,
more than $300
cording to an
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
administration official who ,aw
• A house on Old Newburg Road was on fire at 10:56 p.m.
all adtance tett (il his remarks
'While that may he satisfying in Sunday Upon the firefighters' arrival, the house was fully
state fire
the short run. the consequences engulfed. The owner was not at home at the time. The
marshal's
notified.
office
was
tor American security would he
Murray Police Department
aletaslating.• A bicycle was reported stolen from 1005 County Cork Drive at
Vktnie House press secretary
10.05 a.m Thursday.
lolly Snow went a step further, • Trailers were reported stolen from Orscheln's at 1.17 p.m.
telling reporters in his morning
Friday
briefing that a v.ar spending bill •A gas drive-off was reported at Pocket's station on South Fourth
up for consideration hy the lull
Street at 6:45 p.m. Friday
house this week would "pros ide • Someone came into the station at 1:02 p.m. Saturday to report
an identity theft incident
The leg'.11 101% for the enemy
islation. in addition to prostitute • Checks were reported stolen from 203 S. 16th St. at 3:29 p.m.
Saturday.
funding tor the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan tor the year. Vt OUIL1 • Someone came into the station at 4.17 p.m. Saturday to report
a theft
eltetits ely require the with• Someone came into the station at 9:21 p.m. Saturday to report
drawal of
S troops trom Iraq
a theft.
hy the tall of 21N18.
• A theft was reported at 9:48 p.m. Saturday at 1203 Olive St.
- that noi a Iund-the-Iroops •A theft from a vehicle at 1511 Main St. was reported at 7:04 p.m.
hill hut a V. ithdraw -the-triiops Sunday.
NIL tin,Itt 5.1111 "we think that • A juvenile was charged Sunday with theft by unlawful taking
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, t-ci.y.a.H.tr,itors gathered in San Francisco on Sunday Unsicker received his Purple
• ;r Italy during World War II
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•Treasurer Miller

stlii V. III

Town Crier

Looking for deductions for
your 2006 Federal Tax Return?

HILLIARD LYONS

•There will be a meeting
Murray-Calloway
the
of
County Park Board today at 6
p m in the Chamber of
Commerce conference room
Agenda items include a
director report and committee
reports
II The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
pm Tuesday The agenda
includes public hearings to
set the zone for the proposed
annexation at 1641 Wiswell
Road West and for the proposed rezoning west of 16th
Street from single-family to
multi-family residential
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4 30 p m Wednesday The
agenda Includes a public
hearing to review a conditional use permit to allow Stuart
and Gloria Shull to reside on'
their business premises
II Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet at
5 30 p m
on Tuesday at
Weaks Community Center
On the agenda for the meeting is a resolution approving
county road aid, a lease for
financing road equipment, a
public hearing concerning the
closing of a portion of
Hopkins Road and a resolution honoring the Calloway
County Lady Lakers basketball team
• To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916

From Front

Jonathan Miller Bio Box
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made
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AGE: 39
HOME: Lexington
FAMILY: Married to Lisa Miller. with two daughters
OCCUPATION: State treasurer
PARTY: Democrat
EXPERIENCE: First elected in 1999. Miller is in his second
term He formed a bipartisan commission to determine how to
best promote better financial literacy among Kentucky citizens
EDUCATION: Bachelors and law degree from Harvard
RUNNING MATE: Jefferson County Attorney Iry Maze
WEB SITE: http www millermaze com
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lie
elected state treasurer in I499
and 2001 lie is prohibited from
seeking a third run as IreasIlref
bet allse ttf terrrl Iiiiiits
During his tenure As treasur
Cr, among other things. Miller
has pushed for a prepaid college
tintllm program And has helped
relffill 11111111)ns of dollars worth
of unclaimed property Ile has
also urged legislation t() protect
pc()ple Inun predatirry lending
and worked to promote financial
I iteracy,
In his role as treasurer. Miller
has been a consumer 441%,ti‘Ate
and in 2002 went to Washington
to testify before the Senate
banking committee about financial literacy and the threat credit
card debt poses to college students At the time. Miller
warned that students were facing mounting college debt that
would take them years to pay
off
As a candidate for governor.
Miller says he has new ideas that
will help the state and bolster
citi/ens' confidence in state got

heliet es, It example.
. go'. crin VI- he can institute
Mat a,
unit ersal health L.Ire and
Ypanded prescription dnig cos crage for senior citi/ens in tour
ears
"It is shatnetul that more than
500.1 MIti Kentuckians do not
hat e real health insurance,
though the emergency room has
been the great guarantor ot
health arc for the uninsured for
many tears.' Miller said
Miller ranks improcements in
education, health care and go'. eminent ethics among his top
gocernor But he
priorities
also thinks decisions both in life
and politics should be based on
the notion to "love your neighbors as yourself "
Miller, who supports expanded gambling to help finance his
plans. also wants the state to
spend more money on class-room teaching, text hooks and
teachers salaries, he said Miller
would also stress college affordability during his administration.
he said
And, Miller says he would
push for laws requiring more

AP
I penness iii gii.crrInient
"I come from a generation
that s tired of the partisanship.
that's tired ()I the polar-I/anon.
it's tired ot the gixcd-old boy
system w here decisions are
made in smoke-1 tiled rooms
behind closed doors.' Miller
said "It tired of a lack of
progress on issues that we care
ahout for our children and our
grandchildren's sake "
Growing up. Miller was
musical and sometimes would
orgamie family shows his sister. Jennifer Miller. said
"Ecen though we were horn_
hie. it was a tradition that all the
cousins did some kind ut thing
together." she said "He was
absolutely the leader of all of
us'
Today. Miller says he's a passionate
albeit had - singer
and loses to play the guitar His
fat orrte
musicians include
Bruce Springsteen, Johnny
Cash, Tim McGraw and Keith
Urban 'I've got a passion for
singing. hut the problem is that
most people are passionate that
they don't want to hear me."
Miller toked
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Murray State University president visits Murray High School
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Dr. Randy Dunn, Murray State University
president, recently visited Murray High School
and met with students and administration.
MHS is one of the schools in Murray State
University's 18 county service region area.
Dunn, MSU's newly elected president, announced
when taking office he wanted to visit these
service regions schools and become personally acquainted with the school's academic offerings, as well as meet the students. "I want
to take care of our own backyard first." he
said.
Bob Rogers, Murray Independent School
District superintendent, said the visit was greatly appreciated. "Dr. Dunn and the staff at
Murray State University are always welcome
iii our school system," he said. "Having the
university in our community provides great
educational opportunities to our students. We
are extremely fortunate to be able to offer our
students the opportunities as well as being a
part of their Bridge program."
While visiting MHS, Dunn also met a few
of the students who are currently enrolled in
MSU's Bridge Program that began last fall.
The Bridge Program encourages highly motivated high school students to attend MSU during their high school senior year. The College
Bridge Program enrolls high school seniors in
credit courses that are scheduled on Monday.
Wednesday, Friday. or Tuesday and Thursday.
High school students are able to attend MSU
classes with college students to gain a collegiate experience, as well as receive college
credit.
Alison Marshall. MSU coordinator of the
Bridge Program, said the program is open to
seniors who possess a CPA of 3.0 or better.

Photo provided

Dr. Randy Dunn, MSU president, visits Murray High School and meets students currently
enrolled in MSU's Bridge Program. Dunn, center, presents an MSU banner for school display
to Bob Rogers. MISD superintendent, Teresa Speed, MHS principal, Clete Benningfield, MHS
guidance counselor, and MHS senior students attending Bridge Program at MSU. From left:
Anessa Ortner, Rogers, Amanda Peebles, Dunn, Elizabeth Ballard, Speed and Benningfield.
an AC.I Score of 17 or highei. 94 percent
attendance rate. high school principal recomA $1(141
mendation and parental permission.
course fee is required for each class taken and
students are responsible tor puichasing textbooks and othei materials. she said.

Cleta Benningfield, MF1S guidance counselor, said the program was implemented at
MHS last fall. "Students that have taken a
course, or are currently enrolled, may list the
course on their high school transcript with a
P for pass. This is then counted as college

credit from MSU and can be used at Nhl kl I
transferred to another college." she said
Benningfield said it is a great program tor
seniors. "They are able to experience one col,
lege course at a time. one in the fall and one ..
in the spring," she said. "This builds confidence in them and illustrates to them they cad
complete college work, while experiencing the .,
whole process without being overwhelmed. "
MHS seniors. Angelique Jones. Blair Lane."
Amanda Peebles, Elizabeth Ballard, I-Millen
Oswalt, and Anessa Ortner, Andrew Fannin are' ,
currently enrolled this spnng.
Jones and Fannin were the first two MI'S
students to participate in the tall semester'
bridge program.
Alexandria Horrobin and Kaeleigh Jones..
MHS seniors who want to pursue a teaching
profession, are also currently enrolled in MSC
Education classes. These tv.o students are taking advantage of the MSI. educational opixirtunnies for aspiring teachers. Pros ided through
the MSU Teacher Quality Institution sink.c 2002.:
the Dual Credit program is separate from the.
Bridge program and allows students with the,
opportunity to receive high school and college.
"This program allows high schoiil
credit.
seniors the chance to enroll in two tree college education classes.- Benningfield said. "This
is a wonderful opportunity because it pros ides
students with six hours of class credit. while.also providing them with the chance to realize if teaching is the profession they want
pursue.More Bridge Program int ormation can be
obtained by calling Marshall at the !AM' ('en .
ter for Academic Advising at 809-044.
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Man's body found along Evansville creek

KentuckylnBrief
Owner hopes to
open central
Kentucky castle
by this fall
lksAILLLS, Ky. (API —
Horse racing has long been
called the sport of kings. so a
castle in the middle of horse
country makes plenty of sense.
But instead of drafty halls
and a moat, the medieval-looking icon on U.S. 60 between
Lexington and Versailles will
sport bowling lanes, shuffleboard, a whirlpool spa on the
loot. a dining hall fit for a king
or queen — plus 39 of his or her
closest friends — and a grand
ballroom to entertain in appropriately grand fashion.
Such are the amenities
planned as construction workers
prepare the Woodford County
castle for its new use as a kind ot
,)versized bed-and-breakfast.
"I've built a lot of houses in
my IO years lin construction),
but never a castle,- senior carWilfred Soucy, one of a
handful of workers on site. told
the Lexington Herald-Leader.
Miami lawyer Tom Post. who
bought the castle for $1.8 million in 2003. hopes to have the
reconstruction done in time for
Keeneland's fall meet in
Ictober. When The Castle
farm. as it-s now called, does
open. it will be available not
only to overnight guests and
tourists, but also as a special
place for charity fundraisers.
"Mr. Post's vision is to have
elegant dinners in this huge dining room, like $1.000-a-plate for
charity.- said Mary Ellen Slone.
l' '"i's local contact.

Arson fire
destroys
transmitter,
silences station
Nillf1)I.U.SHOR(), K'. 1AP)
\ n eastern Kentucky radio
station. Pineville's WAND. was
silenced by an arson fire that
transmittei.
its
destroyed
according to owner Josh Wilkes
"It was most certainly arson.
Wilkey said of the blaze at 9:21
p.m. EDT Sunday at the sta,
mins transmitter building m
Pineville. ten miles north of
here.
"I got the call that the back
door had been breached and by
the time I got to Pineville from
Middlesboro, the fire department was there pulling the fire
out- Wilkey said
'the transmitter was operating when firefighters arrived
and it appeared the station's loss
would not include its main piece
of equipment. Wilkey said.
"After we had been there an
hour the roof caught on fire and
the water damage and second
tire is what got the transmitter.Wilkey said.
The building had been bri,
ken into two weeks earlier,
Wilkey said, but he rejected any
idea that someone might have
had a personal vendetta against
the station.
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EVANSVILLE. Ind. (AP) - Southwestern
Indiana officials are trying to determine the identity of man whose body was found along a creek
on Evansville's south side.
Two homeless men looking for a spot to fish
discovered the body Saturday afternoon lying

OPEN

AP

The front gate on Versailles Road, leading to The Castle Farm
of Thomas R. Post. is seen during a tour of the property in
Versailles. Ky. The castle is being rebuilt after being largely
destroyed by fire.
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We Can Help!

Jeanne Carnill

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
p,r, f, 4 • Ruluird Reed
408 S. 12th St. • Ntiirrii. KY 420-1 • 2-"0-753-7665

Please call for an appointment

(270) 759-1334

ORNERSTONE
of Care
At MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL, we're committed to Irmallisit
better health care. But our commitment is not limited to our new hospital expansion — it

is found every day in our people. We would like to introduce Peggy Futre4 MURRAYCALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITALS neat CORNERSTONE OF CARE
recipient. She is a Licensed Practical Nurse and enjoys Bluegrass Festivals and fishing.
Peggy has been providing the extra personal care our patients deserve for the past 19 years.
"I was inspired to take care ofpeople when my mother WaS diagnosed with cancer andIsaw the
great care and attention she reeerved. Ilw relationships I've developed with patients, co-workers

and our physician's is what make, worklng at Murray Hospital so rewarding."
Peggy Fretrelk LPN - Med &or Unit
Tofind out more about our Cornerstones ofCare,
and our expansion progress visit www.murrayhospitai.org

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

against a tree along Pigeon Creek near Lamasco
Park and alerted authorities.
fl said
Evansville police detective Ruin]
there were no apparent signs of foul play. He said
the body was in an area that was recently under-,
water, which could have washed es k.1ence ,is'.

HOSPITAL

Taking healthowe new places.
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War is among cheapest, still costly
By MATT CRENSON
AP National Writer
NI Vs
nt•I Is
ears. America's
is
tsr this' rt. an
in Iraq has
Isis tied neal lv $500 billion
wort: than the total for
KurcanVs ar and nearly
IlL
y ear. LI
as 11111511 .1, 12
lot infla'
s ii'tn1.iItI. adiusting
tion 'Ihe ultimate cost could
Feat. h SI trillion or more
A lot ot money '
question
But es en though the V.A1has turned out to be much
inure expensive than Bush
administration off icials predicted on the eve ot the
March 2001 ins asion, it is
at
relatively affordable
least in historical terms
Iraq eats up less than I
percent of the nation's Fro.s
domestic. product. compared
ith as much as 14 percent
tor Vietnam and 9 percent
tor Korea
"I think its hard to :agile
its loll affordable.- said
Ste% en M. Kusiak. director
of budget studies at the ('enter tor Strategic and Budgetary .Assessments, a defense
think lank in Washington.
1) C.
The problem, he and other
budget analy .ts argue. isn't
so much the t'serail cost of
the Iraq vital- It's the Vtk*V
the gi's eminent has chosen
I' pay for it
For tine thing. war funding tor both Iraq and
Alghanistan has come in the
torm oh supplemental appropriations outside the normal
tederal budget process. Typically these "supplemental'."
,ire used to pay for unexpected emergencies such as
Hurricane Katrina, and they
receise much less scrutiny
troll] ('s ingress
President Truman quit asking tor supplemental. after
the first year of the Korean
War The Vietnam War started appearing in the federal
budget beginning in 1966,
the year after regular troops
were committed
But alter tour years the
Iraq war is still being funded with supplemental.. In
tl,k.entber. congressional
budget leaders from both
parties sent a letter to President Bush asking him to
start pay ing for Iraq through

the traditional budget
process. The administration
has done that in its 2008
budget year request ---- hut
not before asking for another
$1041 billion supplemental to
keep the war going through
the end of this year.
And during previous wars,
presidents have asked Aniencans to make tough sacrifices
in order to help pay for the
war effort, said Ruben !formats, a managing director at
Goldman Sachs and author
ot the torthcoming book
"The Price of Liberty: Pay mg for America'. Wars
Virtually esery war in
1. • S history has required the
at
pP$$ eminent to horrow
least some money. Horniats
said But Franklin D. Rooses eh also eliminated some
New Deal programs and cut
others to help pay for World
War 11 (the most expensise
of American wars, it cost
more than $2 trillion in
inflation-adjusted dollars)
'Human raised taxes and
slashed domestic spending to
help pay for Korea
"No such thing has
occurred- during this war.
Hormais lamented this month
during a panel disu.ussion
held at the New School's
Schwartz Center tor Economic Policy Analysis in New
York City "This war we had
no reassessment ol fiscal
policy. no alteratom of fiscal
policy. to make room in the
budget to pay for the war •'
Instead, the war is being
paid for with debt
Administration officials
downplay the war's cost and
the growing defense budget.
which will he larger by the
end of this year than at any
time since World War II.
Defense Secretary Robert
NI. Gates acknowledged in
Congressional testimony last
month that his department's
200X budget request. along
with supplemental funding
for the war, had produced
some -sticker shock.- But he
pointed out that defense and
war spending is still only
about 4 percent of the
nation's total economic output, a much smaller fraction
that it has been historically.
If anything. note's former
Nebraska Sen. Bob Kerrey.
that's a testament to how big

Current conflicts costliest since 1940s
Iraq and Afghanistan surpass levels
of any other military action since World War II
U.S. defense spending, fiscal years 1946-2011
Peak spending for operations in

S7050 billion I agiustea for Intiation
1- End of World VVar II
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and strong the U.S. economy.
has become in the past tew
decades
"We- s e demonstrated
tremendous capacitv to do a
I•el-V. %AT!: expensive program," said Kerrey. a Democrat who now serves as
president ol the New School.
He and others say that
the continued strength of the
economy itself is a demonstration of the war's affordability But vu ith projections
that the costs of Social
Security and especially
Medicare are about to go
through the root -- not to
mention the possibility of
future national security crises
--- the war is contributing to
a fiscal problem that is
expected to become increasingly apparent over the
course of the next decade
And the war's costs will
continue to accrue long after
the last U.S. troops finally
leave Iraq. A recent study by
Linda Barnes of Harvard
University". Kennedy School
of Government put the total
cost of providing medical
care and disability benefits to
veterans of Iraq and
Afghanistan at $350 billion
to $7(K) billion.
That huge cost is partly a
result of the number and
type of casualties the Iraq
war has produced. Troop's in
Iraq have a much better
chance of surviving serious

AP

injuries than those wounded
in previous wars: there have
been 16 troops wounded
there for every fatality, compared to 2.6 injuries per
death in Vietnam and 2.8 in
Korea.
"While it is welcome
news and a credit to militarv.
medicine that more soldiers
are surviving grievous
wounds, the existence of so
many veterans, with such a
high level of injuries, is yet
another aspect of this war
for which the Pentagon and
the administration failed to
plan. prepare and budget.Bilmes wrote in a January
working paper.
In a study cut-authored
with Columbia University
economist and Nobel laureate
Joseph Stiglitz, Bilmes estimated that the real price of
the Iraq war, when you add
up spending to date, future
costs and economic impacts
such as elevated oil prices.
is well over $2 trillion.
That's an impressive number. But it needs to be compared to the cost of leaving
Saddam Hussein in power,
said Stevm J. Davis. a business profTssor at the University, of Chicago_
"You might even still
today hold the view that the
other path would have been
more costly in economic
terms than the path we've
gone down.- Davis said.
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To the Editor,
Did you feel that' It could only be
me. hut I've noticed something. The
wind seems to he blowing in a different direction, but there is no need for
panic. This may be a sign that elected
officials will begin to represent the
mixionty of Kentucky's citizens that
support fairness for gay. lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people (Decision
Research. 1999)
I travel this state often and many
times over the past few months I have
found myself in Frankfort. February
22nd was different than most of those
times Hundreds of fairminded folks ral-

.•

lied in the State Capitol for our voice
to be heard and I took that as a sign.
As I sat there I definitely felt a new
wind blow.
Following February 22nd, I went
home to western Kentucky and began
to think about what might be different
What could be fueling this new-found
wind in our sails? Could it be as the
extremist Family Foundation has indicated, "the Gay Agenda" Could the
"agenda- he working? I doubt it.
Progress was not achieved because of
any "gay agenda." However, this session when one representative pointed
out that she had yet to see "the gay

agenda- after hearing its name dropped
year after year. I sat back and, again, 1
felt that new wind blow.
Kentucky is seeing progress in so
many areas and it is about time that
we see progress in our social policies
and acceptance of the Ight community.
As someone who is proud to be who I
am, proud to be bisexual, and proud to
he a Republican, I feel a new wind is
blowing folks, and I'm glad to feel it
.• even if it feels to be from the left.
Jody Cofer
Kentucky Fairness Alliance.:
Board of Directors Chair:
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Obituaries
Mrs. Goidie Alvey Smith
Mrs. Golthe Alvey Snuth, 98, Owensboro, died Saturday. March
17, 2007.
She was a homemaker and a member of Blessed Mother Catholic
Church, Owensboro.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Hayden G. Smith on
Dec. 13, 1990, to whom she had been married for 67 years; one son,
Alvey B. Smith; three brothers, J.C. (Jay) Alvey, Lewis Alvey and
Jim Alvey; three sisters, Elsie Whallin, Francis Wolfe and Paula
Huff. Born Sept. 13, 1908, in Daviess County, she was the daughter
of the late Mamie Higgs and Oscar Alvey.
Survivors include one son, Michael W. Smith and wife, Donna,
Owensboro; three daughters, Mrs. Henrietta May and Mrs. Mamie
Gordon and husband, George, all of Owensboro, and Mrs. Jeanni
Smith, Murray; 12 grandchildren, Rodney May, Marti May
Rowland. Mark C. May. Christopher H. May, Vincent May. Scott
Gordon, Joe Gordon, and Paul A. Smith, all of Owensboro, Carol
Long, Stanford, Alvey Benjamin Smith, Dublin, Ohio, Mischelle
Smith, Florence, and Christina Parrish, Murray; 25 great-grandchildren; eight great-great-grandchildren; one sister, Mrs. Hazel
McMahan, Owensboro; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at noon at Blessed Mother Catholic
Church, 515 East 22nd St., Owensboro. Burial will follow in the
Rosehill Cemetery.
Visitation will be at James H. Davis Funeral Home, Owensboro,
from 2 to 8 p.m. with prayers at 5 p.m. today (Monday) and from 9
to 11:30 p.m. on Tuesday. Online messages of condolence may be
made at www.davisfuneralhome.com.
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Boy Scout missing in rugged
country of North Carolina park

MCGRADY, N.C.(API No new clues were found as
searchers worked overnight to
find a Boy Scout who apparently wandered away from his
troop's campsite in rugged terrain and temperatures that
dipped well below freezing.
But after two chilly nights, a
Blue Ridge Parkway ranger held
out hope this morning that 12year-old Michael Auberry will
be found alive.
"We're hopeful at this point,"
ranger David Bauer said in a
telephone interview. "I've been
on searches that have lasted over
a week in worse weather and
we've had successful outcomes.
"He was dressed appropriately for the time of year. It was
going to be a miserable night for
him, but survivable," Bauer
said.
Joseph R. Scott
The overnight search includA graveside service for Joseph R. Scott, was Saturday at I p.m.
ed tracking teams, a state
(Tenn.)
Cemetery.
at the Gleason
Patrol helicopter and
Gorsline Runciman Co. Funeral Home of Lansing. Mich.. was in Highway
up to 70 ground searchers.
charge of arrangements.
While some of the volunteers
Mr. Scott, 78. Lansing. died Thursday, Feb. 18, 2007, at a hospiwon't be available to resume a
tal there. He was the son of the late James Scott and Mattie White
search. Bauer said he
daylight
were
Scott of Weakley County, Tenn. Also preceding him in death
to 70 searchers to
up
expects
three brothers, Ellis Scott, James Scott Jr. and O.C. Scott.
participate on Monday.
Survivors include three sisters, Mrs. Bernice Grogan and husAuberry has been a Scout for
band, Clarence, Murray. Ky., and Mrs. Mattie Gibbs and Mrs.
about a year and has a first-class
Delores Bridges and husband. Tony. all of Gleason, Tenn.: two
rank, said his father. Kent
brothers, Russell Scott, Gleason. and Arthur Scott, Paris. Tenn.: sevAuberry.
eral nieces and nephews.
His parents said the youngster likes to camp but doesn't
like the cold.
About 10 scouts and their
three adult leaders of Troop 230
noticed
Greensboro
from
Auberry was missing after eatWASHINGTON(AP)-The briefing by the administration ing lunch together Saturday.
Bauer said Auberry stayed
White House said this morning officials.
"I want testimony under oath. behind with an adult leader
that it hopes embattled Attorney
General Alberto Gonzales sur- I am sick and tired of getting -vhile the rest of the troop went
vives bipartisan calls for his res- half-truths on this," Leahy said. far a hike Saturday "because
Pennsylvania Sen. Arlen apparently he wanted to sleep
ignation and remains in
Specter, the top Republican on in.- The troop members returned
President Bush's cabinet.
When asked if Gonzales will the committee, said he had a and ate lunch with Auberry and
serve for the rest of Bush's term. long talk with Fielding on the leader. Soon after. between
White House press secretary Friday and was reserving judg- 12:30 p.m. and I p.m.. they
Tony Snow said."Well, we hope ment. Specter said he would like noticed Auberry was missing
to see Rove and Miers testify from the camp. he said.
so.••
Searchers overnight Saturday
Gonzales is under fire for the openly.
"I want to see exactly what found part of Auberry's mess kit
removal of eight U.S. attorneys
and the bungled way in which the White House response is." less than a mile from the camp,
their firings was explained to Specter said. "Maybe the White
House will come back and say,
Congress.
Bush has expressed confi- 'We'll permit them to be interdence in Gonzales and defended viewed and we'll give them all
NEW YORK (APi -- Three
the removal of the prosecutors. the records.police officers surrendered this
White House spokeswoman morning to face charges in a
but also voiced frustration that
lawmakers were not provided Emily Lawrimore declined to shooting that killed an unarmed
comment about whether Rove groom on his wedding day.
straightforward information.
This morning. the Justice and Miers would testify.
The policemen, accused of
Department planned to turn over Fielding was taking additional firing most of the 50 shots at
to Congress documents that time to review the matter "given three young men in a car outside
could provide more details of the importance of the issues a nightclub, were being fingerthe role agency officials - under consideration and the printed and processed this mornprinciples
including Gonzales - and top presidential
ing before their arraignment.
White House officials played in involved," she said.
Michael Oliver. who fired 31
At issue are the firings of
planning the prosecutors' distimes. and Gescard Isnora, who
dismissals
attorneys,
U.S.
eight
missals.
fired II bullets, face felony
The White House was also that Democrats say were politimanslaughter and first-degree
expected to announce this week cally motivated. Gonzales inicharges, according to a
assault
whether it will let political tially had asserted the firings
strategist Karl Rove and other were performance-related. not person close to the investigation,
officials testify in congressional based on political considera- who spoke with The Associated
Press on condition of anonymity
tions.
hearings.
because the results were secret.
the
between
e-mails
But
got
he's
said
president
"The
confidence in Al Gonzales," Justice Department and the
Snow said. "This is not fact White House contradicted that
gathering on whether to allow assertion. The e-mails showed
him to maintain his employ- that Rove, as early as Jan. 6.
2005, questioned whether the
ment. We hope he stays."
Republicans on the Senate U.S. attorneys should all be
Judiciary Committee say the replaced at the start of President
Bush administration needs to be Bush's second term,and to some
more clear about the White degree worked with Miers and
House's role in the dismissals of former Gonzales chief of staff
Kyle Sampson to get some prosthe federal prosecutors.
"I've told the attorney gener- ecutors dismissed.
Both the Senate and House
al that 1 think this has been mishandled. that by giving inaccu- Judiciary committees planned
rate information ... at the outset. votes on subpoenas for Rove
it's caused a real firestorm. and and Miers. The Senate panel
he better get the facts out fast." already has approved using subsaid Sen. John Comyn. R-Texas, poenas. if necessary, for Justice
officials and J. Scott Jennings.
on Sunday.
Sen. Patnck Leahy, D-Vt, deputy to White House political
the chairman of the committee. director Sara Taylor, who works
pledged to get the public testi- for Rove
Lawmakers also were schedmony of White House officials
involved in the case whether uled to quiz Gonzales on
Thursday about his agency's
they want to testify or not.
Leahy delayed a vote on issu- budget request in a hearing
ing subpoenas until Thursday as expected to generate some questhe president's counsel. Fred tions on the prosecutor scandal.
Several Democrats and a few
Fielding. sought to negotiate
terms. But on Sunday. Leahy Republicans, including Sen.
New
of
Sununu
said he had not met Fielding nor John
was he particularly open to any Hampshire. have called for
compromises, such as a private Gonzales to resign.

White House hopes Gonzales
will remain attorney general

AP
Members of a search party head into Doughton Park to search for missing Boy Scout Michae
Auberry Saturday near Traphill, N.C. Search teams combed mountain terrain Sunday for the
12-year-old who disappeared during an outing. About 10 Scouts and the adult leaders of Troop
230, from Greensboro, noticed that Auberry was missing between 12:30 p.m. and 1 p.m.
Saturday in Stone Mountain State Park, officials said.
he said.
Bauer
said he's not
of
aware
Auberry
having any
arguments or
problems
the
with
troop or his
Auberry
Auberry's
parents joined the search for
their son.
"We're really hopeful," Kent
Auberry told the Winston-Salem

Journal.
Auberry cried while describing a spot searchers had found
where it appeared someone had
sat on a rock and drawn in the
dirt with a stick.
Bauer said the parents have
been sequestered for.now.
Temperatures are expected to
use into the upper 50s today.
Debbie Hayes. Michael's
mother, said her boy was wearing a red heavy outercoat. an
inner fleece coat, had gloves and
a hat in a pocket. and was wearing a dark blue University of

North Carolina Tar Heels baseball cap.
Michael's 5 feet. 4 inches
tall, weighs I I() pounds. has
curly brown hair and wears
wire-frame glasses, she said.
Search crews have included
volunteer firefighters. National
Park Service staff and rescue
squads from the state park '.y
tern and Alleghany and Wilkes
counties.
A highway patrol helicopter
equipped with an infrared sensor
that can detect body heat was
sent to assist the search

NYPD officers surrender to face charges in groom's killing
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Those charges are classified
as violent felonies with mandated jail time if they are convicted.
Marc Cooper, who tired tour
shots, faces a misdemeanor
endangerment charge, the person said.
Grand jurors declined to
indict on the more serious
counts of second-degree murder.
and attempted murder, or the
lesser charge of criminally negligent homicide. Two other allcers involved in the shooting
were not indicted.
"We are a long way from a
conviction." said defense attorney Philip Karasyk. who represents Isnora.
Prosecutors have declined to
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discuss the grand jury's work
until the findings are officially
released.
The Nov. 25 shooting killed
Sean Bell and severely injured
two of his bachelor party guests.'
Police have said the officers
were involved in an undercover
investigation at the nightclub
when they overheard a conversation that convinced them the
men were going to their car to
retrieve a gun. They have said
that Bell's car hit the unmarked

police vehicle and that the officers believed someone in Bells
car was reaching for a gun when
they opened lire. No gun was
t ound.
The shooting stirred outrage
around New York City and led
to accusations of racism against
the NYPD. Bell was black, as
are the other victims. three of
the officers are black, and two
are white.
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MHS Backboard Club plans
basketball banquet April 15
Murray High School Backboard Club
will host its annual banquet on Sunday.
April 15, at 1 p.m. in the third floor ballroom of Murray State I niversity ('urns
Center.
Tickets for $13 each are currently on
sale in the high school office until April
3. After that dale, no tickets will be available. The ticket includes the Italian bullet
and the awards program.

Jo's
DatebOOk
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Special applications available:

The (2alloway County Agrisulture Dese4
opment Board has announced the 1,110‘A ink;
to Phase I grant programs tor 2007- Saters.$
lite Broadband Cost-Share Piogram. TeLhnoCw:
Applications still be ,al lahle at the:'
Program.
ogy Cost-Share
Calloway County Extension office and still he acLepted thrinigtv::
4:30 p.m. on Thursday at the office t'oi mole intormatiqh;
contact Todd Powell, Calloway County Psierision \gent trg!,1,,
Agnculture/Natural Resources at 753 1457
1Z

Democrats will host candidates
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Wadesboro club will meet
Wadeshoro Homemakers Club will meet I iiesday ii 9 1114;
ail) in the Calloway County E\tension oflise I. Lone CollriA.::
aslinonis
and Martha Butterworth will present the lesson
Ageles Dressing.- Visitors are ins !led

CCHS Project Graduation plans event:.
Calloway County High School Proiect ;radii:Ilion will have.,
a rebate this Tuesday from 10 a.rn to ; p iii.it Racks ,im4
Burgers. Customers are asked to place them' receipt- III
by the cashier.

Music Department will meet
Music Department ol the Murray Woman's Chili stilt
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club house v.ith The Buttal••
presenting the program. Hostesses will he Pam SL•ss and
Shipley, Margery Shown. Sheila VaLL.i. Pat Connot arid
Nell Flora.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo each luesdas
6:30 to 9 p.m at the building at 332 Squire Rd . Murray. KY 42071.'Funds from the Bingo help support local. national and:
international chanties For more information „2,1 11 29; 71161

Murray Singles wilt meet

•uirnISM Will" nletUTueikLi); at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway Public labrars I In inlormation tall Pat it 4X9 '9s19
or Mike ai 79A-6114A

Al-Anon meeting planned
Al-Arum will meet Tuesday at

p ni it First I
7' 01
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and I bun sday
p iii at 162S Aesi Main St . Msnrr.us, tle \ I IiSr P01111 .11.
44"
I
Int101111.111011tall7S ; S-110 ill
1 4.11pal
Ep1 .
2004
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MES elections planned
S,..11,a1
Murra), Eletnentar School still ha\ e
Based Decision Making Counol tod.o, .ind I tic,(1,o. how Ft
a ni. to 2 p in in the school uhlnte

Support Group will meet
1,111011 ,i1
Death of a Parent Support (iroup still
people ;A ho has e lost one or hi
a support group tot
parents due to death and to help each other thiough the hard
tunes For information call Stephanie Cunningham ,i1 7'
this is

Hospital retirees will meet Tuesday
Retirees and former employees LII Miini.is (
Hospital tkill meet Tuesday at II arn in I he lin:
Al -I":V. If I
.1kire
more intormation call

pplc For::

CCHS Project Graduation will meet
Callov.a!, ('ounts High school Ploieci (;ladu.m.m Lotunut
teestillat 5 311 in the nicili,i cnict
ivl CCHS seniors are urged to attend

Lodge meeting tonight
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Vedie
Regular bndge stnll be played
on Wednesday at 9: IS a In at
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'To sign up. call Veazey at
497-8153
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Songwriters meeting tonight
'anon Mci
A new NSAI I Nashville Songwriters
al) ChaptersttlI conduct a prehnimar\ mectme tomeht tiom Ii
I WI• ( ell
I
\
to 8 at the Stables in the Murray s
ter. Kenya Walker, music row songwriten and pennniming artist.
Ln•ritaLl lanct '51 tIer
will he present. For more 'Ilion Tian,
regional coordinator. at 294.72s2
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VIRGINIA 74

KANSAS 88, KENTUCKY 76
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AP
Tennessee guard Chris Lotton (5)
jumps up to celebrate after the Vols
beat Virginia 77-74 in the second
round of the NCAA basketball tournament in Columbus. Ohio. Behind
Lofton is Virginia's Sean Singletary.
who missed a last-second 3-pointer which would have tied the game.
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AP
Kansas' Darnell Jackson (32) knocks over Kentucky's Ramel Bradley (3) as he goes up to score during the first half in Chicago Sunday. At left is Kentucky's Jodie Meeks (20).
Incnd
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AP
From left, Kentucky's Bobby Perry (13), Kansas Mario Chalmers and Kentucky's
Jodie Meeks chase a loose ball during the second half Sunday in Chicago.

CHICAGO (AP) — Kentucky might figure out how to
stop Brandon Rush if it plays
Kansas a few more times.
So far, though, the Wildcats have no answer.
Rush beat up on Kentucky.
for a second straight year Sunday. shooting a career-best 6of-7 from long range to lead
Kansas to an 88-76 romp in
the second round of the NCAA
tournament. Rush finished with
19 points, with 12 coming in
the second half when the Jayhawks broke the game open.
"Brandon is a great shooter," Kansas coach Bill Self
said. "I don't think he's had
a game where he's been on a
roll like he was today. He's
made four (3-pointers) in a
game or three in a game. but
for him to make six out of
seven that came at key times
really gave us a lot of momentum. They were backbreakers
for Kentucky."
The rest of the top-seeded
Jayhawks 132-4) were happy
to pile on. Chicago native Julian
Wright led Kansas with 21

MM BASEBALL

points and eight rebounds. and
Mario Chalmers added 16 points
and eight assists. Kansas shot
57 percent front the field for
the game, 64 percent in the
second half.
"Throughout the year. we.ve
pretty much been heating ourselves. Today though. sou hase
to give Kansas a lot of credit.- said Ramel Bradley. who
had nine assists for the eighthseeded Wildcats. "They came
in red-hot and they knocked
down shots"
It was the 13th straight s ictory for Kansas, which now
plays fourth-seeded Southern
Illinois on Thursday in the
West Regional semifinals in
San Jose, Calif.
Morris, who
Randolph
missed last year's game against
Kansas while serving a suspension tor entering the 2005
NBA draft. led Kentucky with
22 points. and Bobby Perry
added 21. It was the seventh
loss in 11 games for Kentucky.
"We had some chances. hut
•See UK,8A

COLUMBUS,Ohio(AP) — A breakthrough win on Ohio State's floor brought
Tennessee a rematch with the nation's
No. 1 team, one that the Volunteers
come close to beating the last time
out.
Maybe it's time for a little more orange
paint.
The Volunteers reached the round of
16 for the first time in seven years
Sunday, hitting their free throws in the
closing seconds for a 77-74 win over
Virginia that had coach Bruce Pearl
already looking ahead to the next game.
Given the opponent, who could resist?
The fifth-seeded Volunteers (24-10)
will play No. 1 Ohio State in the South
Regional on Thursday in San Antonio.
A few bad memories will accompany
them.
Looking for recognition. Tennessee
agreed to play Ohio State in Columbus last January. The Volunteers indeed
turned some heads by leading the Buckeyes until the final seconds before
falling 68-66.
"Nobody wanted to go to Columbus to play them because it was like
scheduling a loss." Pearl said. "But
when you're at a place like Tennessee
and you're not on the radar national•See VOLS, 8A

NISI_ TENNIS

Racers blanked
by Wildcats
over weekend

By MSU Media Relations
LEXINGTON. Ky.—Murray State's
men's tennis team fell to 53rd-ranked
Kentucky. 6-0, on Sunday.
The loss to the Wildcats (10-6) was
the fifth this season by the Racers (0out tour and v.alking tour in 5 I • X) against a ranked opponent.
No doubles matches were played.
innings.
Kentucky swept all six singles matchMSC starter Jake Dottie 11-3i sufes, starting with Marcus Sundh's 6-1
fered the loss, allowing tour runs on and 6-4 win over Hunter Gerlach at
six hits while striking out two and No. 2 singles. Jorge Jorge then beat
walking none in Just over three innings Yuri Pompeu, 6-0 and 7-5, at No. 1
of work.
singles. Roman Ogarkov downed Jeff
The 'Breds will begin a tour-game Lester. 6-3 and 6-2. at No. 3 singles.
The Wildcats clinched the match on
road tnp on Wednesday, when they
face regional rival Southern Illinois Bruno Agostinelli's win at No. 1 sinat 2 p.m. in Carbondale. MSL defeat- gles. Agostinelli, the 68th-ranked singles player in the nation, took the first
ed the Salukis 9-8 on March 7 at
set from Dmytro Hryhorash 6-2. The
Reagan Field.
second set went to a tie-breaker, but
Following that contest. Murray Agostinelli pulled it out with by a 7State will open Ohio Valley Conferscore.
The Racers will finish off a three
ence play over the weekend at Samford, with Game I of a three-game day road trip with a match at Belseries slated for Saturday at 1 p.m. larrnine University today in Louisville

'Breds shaken by Sycamores
MSU OUTHIT

44-14 IN SERIES
Staff Report
Visiting Indiana State hammered
out 15 hits and took advantage of
our Murray State errors to complete
three-game weekend sweep of the
oroughbreds with a 12-4 win on
anday at ReagatillNald.
The Sycamores (8-7) won both
antes of Saturday's doubleheader over
S11 by scores of 5-1 and 20-2.
e 'Breds, who wrapped up an
ight-game homestand with a 2-6
rk, are now just 2-7 in home
ames on the season and only 3-14

of the runs being earned.
overall.
The 'Breds managed to muster a
On Sunday, Murray State trailed
5-0 after four-and-a-half innings before run in their half of the ninth on an
rallying for three runs over the sixth RBI single from second baseman Seth
and seventh frames. But Indiana State Hudson, but it wasn't nearly enough
broke the contest wide open with a (Or Murray State.
Hudson paced the MSU hitting
seven-run ninth inning that included
attack with two of his team's five
four hits and one Murray error.
The 'Breds put their first run on hits in three plate appearances. Third
the board in the bottom of the sixth. baseman Kyle Tiernan scored twice.
Center fielder Dave Bnimagin led
when Jason Payton. who had earlier
reached on an infield single. scored Indiana State hitters by going 4-foron a tnple by first baseman James 5 at the plate with a double, an RBI
and a run scored. Shortstop Ryan
Akin.
MSU closed the gap to only 5-3 Bond followed with a 3-for-5 day,
with two runs on one hit in the sev- including three runs scored and two
enth. scoring both runs on a double RBIs. for the Syacmores.
Skyler Pearson (1-0) picked up
by center fielder Tyler Pittman. But
the Sycamores erupted for seven in the pitching win for ISU, allowing
the to of the ninth, with rust one one run on two hits while striking
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-Santana trims ERA to 0.64;
SPRING TRAINING
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The Insurance
Center of Murray

Schilling looks sharp

AP

Tennesse's Candace Park or right, shoots over Drake s
Lauren Dybing in the first
Plait of the NCAA women s
hasketball tournament in
Pittsburgh Sunday

Top-seeded
teams sail
throwth
opening, round
Associated Press
point
• , 1 ti c
\ \

'

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"

By The Associated Press
iWti weeks until opening day
Curt
and
Santana
Johan
Schilling look ready tight now
Santana pitched lice shutout
innings Sunday, allowing one
hit and leading the Minnesota
Twin, to a 4-1 skims ot er
Philadelphia Phillies split squad
in Ion !Ms ers. Ida
Young
The two-time (
Award winner walked thtee and
struck out two. lov.,ering his
F,RA to 1164 in spring training
"All ol in pitches are there,"
Santana said "Before, my
ehangeup wasn't there. Now,
I he mechanics are all
then e
there
\I MVP Justin Morneau
h,,inered for the second consec wick. das for Minnesota and
is s for h in his last two games,
lhe Pinnies didn•t bring any
rcgular starters to Von Myers
Thep than outfielder Shane Vie who went I -for-3 and
I. Inning 412 this spring
I,,, in Fort Ms ens, Schilling
duct% i5 pitches user Six strong
innings in a game featuring
triple A pia ens at
111,i,
,
11:,
ft ccictis IIIII1411 league 0111-

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
NCAA Tournament
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times CDT
Opening Round
At UD Arena
Dayton, Ohio
Tuesday, March 13
Niagara 77 Florida A&M 69

ples,

Red Si is ace 1111 VA! .LII
pitches and hopes his ne‘i
start ‘,4.III prose ?minaret 'Icrr.
rancona that ties piepared to
deep into the 1:,iine durnic
I he

us

AP

Minnesota starter Johan Santana (57) delivers to Philadelphia Phillies hitter Wes Helms during the first inning of
their spring training baseball game in Fort Myers. Fla.,

ii
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•easort

April 2
I don't v. ant to he on a
pitch count.- Schilling said -I
know Fni 411. hut I don t think
the cc. c of the statt should he
oh a uttc, h c ount '
St idling ga‘e up one run
a homer hs highls touted
Ill. utiti,iti prospect JaN BIM e
tour hits Hie right,
did h.r truck out so,
()II

kall•a•

Sunday.
III tiont ccl
1he(, IT•ti.'111
100 others. 111.111N
And about
ct thelli
iiung Red so\
ospect,
'o. hclltne. 1.% ho pit,. lied to r ce
Mar caliche! lasnin Vat itek. said
he expects to reach loll pitchballet

it cs.ilk

general Illatlagef

in his nest start. "I felt
strong.- Schilling said -The
only thing that was wrong was
my fasthall command. I thought
I had a lot of life at the end.‘rantek hatted eYery inning
that he played. going 2-for-6
with a home run.

es

.UK
tm the house Stitidas made it e‘en sweeter.
the Kansas squad ,potted Jordan's trickedout Range Royer hehbre Sunday's game, and
the las hay, Ks were Unified his Alines, would
he watching them
him a great performance,I NA allied to
Rush said - Ilk whole team %c anted icc
Rush opencd the second halt cc ith a 1 that
l'errs respondtilts' point lead
1,15 c Kansas
ha,4, I.. hat pulled Kentucky
ed with ha,, k
"aim ;9
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1 1 lett to 1,1,1%
But Monis left alter picking up his third
tout cc ith 17 46 still to play And lust like last
%ear. the Jay haw ks steantr, died Kentucks in
his Ah.eilLe
•lies Lilt], al. Smith said. "V‘ hen he went
our that's when we kind of lost momentum.fq.:ht iihide a ItIl1tpc1 anti st ored on a folunarisuiereti points
low as han•a• tall
irritated Smith called
2 tun
.i• part ot .1 I
tittleont and Mieras Fhornas stopped the
las up afterward
Kansas run with
It had all the ettect ot a speed hump
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WEST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday. March 15
At HSBC Arena
Buffalo, N Y.
Virginia Commonwealth 79 Duke 77
PrttSbufgh 79 Wright State 58
At ARCO Arena
Sacramento, Calif.
UCLA 70 Weber State 42
Indiana 70 Gonzaga 57
Friday, March 16
At The United Center
Chicago
Kansas 107, Niagara 67
Kentucky 67, Villanova 58
Al Nationwide Arena
Columbus. Ohio
Virginia Tech 54 Illinois 52
Southern Illinois 61 Holy Cross 51
Second Round
Saturday. March 17
At HSBC Arena
Buffalo, N.Y
Pittsburgh 84 Virginia Commonwealth
79 OT
Al ARCO Arena
Sacramento, Calil
UCLA 54 Indiana 49
Sunday, March 18
At Nationwide Arena
Columbus, Ohio
Southern Illinois 63 Virginia Tech 48
At The United Center
Chicago
Kansas 88 Kentucky 76
Regional Sernifinais
Thursday, March 22
Al HP Pavilion
San Jose, Calif.
Kansas 132-4i vs Southern Illinois i296i 610pm
Pittsburgh 129-71 vs UCLA 128-51 30
minutes after first game
Regional Championship
Saturday, March 24
At HP Pavilion
San Jose, Calif
Semifinal winners
FINAL FOUR
At The Georgia Dome
Atlanta
National Semifinals
Saturday, March 31
East champion vs SOutti champion
Midwest champion vs West champion
National Championship
Monday, April 2
Semifinal winners

CLEANING, SANDING OR INSTALLING FLOORING?
WE HAVE THE TOOLS YOU NEED.

Fhc \olunteets col the het
to of a ['Litchi'', ot two of lilt

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
'

MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday, March 15

iflC

Indtvidual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Cali Now'

AO ref

SOUTH REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday, March 15
At Rupp Arena
Lexington, Ky
Louisville 78 Stanford 58
Texas A&M 68 Pennsylvania 52
Ohio State 78 Central Connecticut
State 57
Xavier 79 Boor
Friday March 16
At Nationwide Arena
Columbus. Ohio
V.rgin,a lii4 Albany N Y 57
Tennessee 121 Long Beach State 86
At New Orleans Arena
New Orleans
Mei-rim, '3 North Texas 58
Nevada 77 Creghton 71 OT
Second Round
Saturday, March 17
At Rupp Arena
Lexington. Ky.
Ohio State 78 Xavier 71, OT
Texas AWN 72 Louisville 69
Sunday, March 18
At Nationwide Arena
Columbus, Ohio
'LI
Tennessee
At New Orleans Arena
New Orleans
Memphis 78 Nevada 62
Regional Semifinals
Thursday, March 22
At The Alamodome
San Antonio
Texas A&M 127-61 vs Memphis (32-3)
7 27 p m
Ohio State (32-3i as Tennessee i24
10. 30 minutes after first game
Regional Championship
Saturday. March 21
At The Alamodome
San Antonio
Semfinal winne• .

rou cr

753-6069
p

EAST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday, March 15
At Lawrence Joel Veterans Memorial
Coliseum
Winston-Salem, N.C.
Boston College 84 Texas Tech 75
Georgetown 80 Belmont 55
Michigan State 61 Marquette 44
North Carolina 86 Eastern Kerruck-, 65
At ARCO Arena
Sacramento, Calif.
Washington State 70 Oral Roberts 54
Vanderbilt 77 George Washington 44
Friday, March 16
At Spokane Memorial Arena
Spokane, Wash.
Texas 79 New Mexico State E7
Southern California 77, Arkansas 60
Second Round
Saturday, March 17
At Lawrence Joel Veterans Memorial
Coliseum
Winston-Salem, N.C.
Georgetown 62 Boston College 55
North Carolina 81 Michigan State 67
At ARCO Arena
Sacramento, Calif.
Vanderbilt 78 Washington State 74
20T
Sunday, March 18
At Spokane Memorial Arena
Spokane, Wash
Southern California 87, Texas 68
Regional Semifinals
Friday. March 23
At Continental Airlines Arena
East Rutherford, N.J
Georgetown t28-61 vs Vanderbott 122111 527pm
North Carolina {30-6) vs Southern
California i25-111 30 minutes after first
game
Regional Championship
Sunday. March 25
At Continental Airlines Arena
East Rutherford. N.J
Sernifi,al

At HSBC Arena
Buffalo, NY
Maryland 82 Davidson He
Butlei 57 Old Dominion 46
Friday, March 16
At The United Center
Chicago
UNLV 67 Georgia Tech 63
Wisconsin 76 Texas A&M-Corp,..s
Christi 63 At Spokane Memorial
Arena
Spokane, Wash,
Winthrop 74 Notre Dame 64
Oregon 58. Miami (Ohni 56
At New Orleans Arena
New Orleans
Purdue 72 Anzona 63
Florida 112 Jackson State 69
Second Round
Saturday. March 17
At HSBC Arena
Buffalo, N.Y
Butler 62, Maryland 59
Sunday, March 18
At The United Center
Chicago
UNLV 74 Wisconsin 68
At Spokane Memorial Arena
Spokane, Wash
Oregon 75, Winthrop 61
At New Orleans Arena
New Orleans
Florida 74 PurOue 67
Regional Semifinals
Friday, March 23
At Edward Jones Dome
Si. Louis
431-51, 6 10
Butler (29-6) vs Florida
pm
UNLV (30-6) vs Oregon '28-7), 30 minutes after first game
Regional Championship
Sunday. March 25
At Edward Jones Dome
St. Louis
Semifinal winners
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points in a first -round win user
,\Ihaii% and stored some style
F1 mills hs donning orange shoes
the shoe, were hack against
lcuric,,ce. and he had anothet big first hall. 22 points on
Ic-cot lo shooting But he twisted his ankle on a drise to the
hasket late in the half, and it
interfered with his shot in the
second half, when he was only
2-1,44)
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901 Sycamore

".Serving you
%ince /955 with
quality products
and service you
deServe."
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MARCH 19,2007

CLASSIFIEDS

„

classified@murrayiedger.com
Murray Ledger& Times Fak H.
Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein a subject to the Federal tie
Housing Act which makes it illegal to advertise any prelermice, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, milpars sey handicap familial status or nabonal °neon, or
intention to make any such preferences, 'mutations or duimmolation
tate laws lorbid discrimination tn the,salr rental or advertising of real estate based on tailors in addition to those pee
listed under tederal law
We will knowingly accept ax adyertysing tor real estate
which is not in violation at the law All persons are henin,
informed that all dwellings shertised are ayailable on no
Nual opportunity basis
tor turther assistance with Fair
}lousing Advertising requirements,
•.intact NAA Counsel Rene P Milam
";•648-IWO

ADJUSTMENTS
Admhers
Sc.,
, 0190
Toms MI be responstse for my me incorrect
newton. My ens Mould be reported nmecaMay so commons can be mace
DEADLINES
Mondry
Smart SOWN
Tuesday
Wedneaday
Thursday
Friday Saturday

Fri. 11 am.
Fn. 11 am.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Mon. 5 p.m

Wed I p.m.
Thur 11 am.
Thur. 1 p.m.

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
010
IMO
025
030
040
060
060
070
090
100

110
120
30
'
140
150
155
160
165
180

Lama Not..
Notice
Pemonsis
Financier
Rommel* Bente.
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Mumma Opportoorty
Electronics
CoMputers
APpilarce Parts
want to Soy
&Melee For San
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
290
295
300
320
130
MO
360
370
380
390
410
425

Fenn &summers
limey Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Muscat
Mob& 140.1.5 Lom For Sam
Mobile Homes For Sae
Mobile Homes Fix Barn
Mabee Noma Lots For hem

430
435
440
445
450
465
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Mouses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets IL Supplies
Liveelock & Suppaes
Public San
Land For Rent or teem

111`,1.1

Reel Estate
LIM Property
Lots For Sses
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Moines For Sear
Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utllity Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
SoMs & Motors

$3.35

$815 Column Inch,60 Discount 2nd Run,
40' Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within o Dal/ Pe'led
r column inch extra for Monda (Shop.ins Guide)
f

\

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less
Over 2p words $.5Q each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Shopper (Mon. Classtiteds go into Shopping cAnde I
3.00 extra for blind box ads.
TL, PL1b1,5::e,
sr!
5: I,
to

Services °berm
Free Coturim
Tobacco a soma.-

PLACE 1OUR LINE AD AND IT IX ILL APII
TI IL VEBSITE AT NO EXTRA CHAR( I

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

VISA

060
010
Legal
Notice
BID ADVERTISEMENTS
Item # 1 Murray-Calloway County Hospital is current 0 seeking proposals in replacement of tile flooring in the
rlain lobby Interested parties should contact Bud Byars
at 270-762-1133 before 3.30pm on March 23. 2007
Item #2. Murray 3.allirway County Hospital is current,
lv seeking proposals tar water treatment services for the
central energy plant Interested parties should contact
Bud Byars at 270.762.11.13 before 3.30pm on March 23.
2007
it 3 Murray-Callowai. County Hospital is current
h seeking proposals or cable television see,'RI- to the
racility Interested parties sh••uld ii n tact Bud Byars at
270-762-1133 before 330prn on March 23, 2007
rem

Item #4 Murray-Calloway County Hospital is current
I'. seeking proposals for IWO sy stern cleaning. Sdflif
Lrig and sealing for our facillty Interested parties should
contact Bud Byars at 270-762.1133 hellire 1 .341pni ory
March 23, 2007.

Help Wonted

DIRECT SUPPORT
PROFESSIONAL
CAREERS AVAILABLE
Flexible schedules, paid training, paid
breaks and lunches, vacation time and
benefits available. Full, part time and

In response to the threat of Southern Pine Beetle.
the Envininmental and Public Protection Cabinet.
Kentucky Division of Forestry, offers for sale an estimated volume of 16.775 tons of 'Virginia pine and
225 tons of lobl••Ily pine on 205 acres of the
Pennynle State Forest located about 8 miles south
..1 Dawson Springs. This sale will be by sealed bid
.31 a lump sum basis The sale areas will be shown
at 10700 AM Central Time on Friday_ April 13, 2007
md the bids will be opened at 1000 AM Central
Time on Friday. April 20. 2007
For bid packets or additional information.
contact: Jim Bryan, Managing Forester PSF.

lions

available.

overnight,

Primary

weekend

Coordination
Professional

and

(Degree
careers

need

for

Support
required),

available

in

Murray. Mayfield and Benton Areas.
Student

applicants

welcomed/encouraged. Seize the opportunity to make a difference in the lives
of others everyday!

$6.00-$12.00 per hour
with opportunity for advancement
based on performance, experience
and education.

Call 270-527-9837
(Main Office in Benton) or
270-293-7835
(Murray/Mayfield Operations)

PO Box 465, Madisonville, KY, 42431, Phone
(2701 797-3241 or (2701 824-7527.

Arbor Place of Clinton
A Family Working Together
To Care for Your Loved One

020
Notice

PERMANENT MAKE-UP
BY APPOINTMENT
270-293-9954
060
Help Wanted

GET THIS IX1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
NOW open: Flachelle's
featuring spa manicure
and pedicure, acrylic
nails, ear candling, permanent eyeliner. eyebrows & lip color. Half
price nail services now
through April. Call
293-8859 for appointment.
SPECIALTY Ice
Creams now
Sandra D's- 94 E
293-3816
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
jbeir own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
.are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
• any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

A child needs you,
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-443-9004

AFTER-SCHOOL care
needed for two S.W.
Elementary students
Must pick up from
school 4 days weekly.
3PM
until
6PM
Respond to P.O. Box
134, Murray, KY 42071

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
'help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murray ledger com.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
vtebsite, not all listings

on the Jobnetwork con:
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
/
•1
4. Times Please call
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you' Full time positions available
Apply at.
Martial Arts Amer,
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
parson after 6:00PM.

Our Working Family is now
accepting applications for
these positions:
'RN.'s $2000.00 Sign-on Bonus
•L.P.N.'s $1500.00 Sign-on Bonus
.C.N.A.'s $1000.00 Sign-on Bonus
-Great Team Orientated
Atmosphere
-401 K Paid Per Pay Period
-CAREER LADDER
-Health, Dental, & Life
Insurance Available
Call Today Positions Are
Filling Quickly:

Lindy Shaver, Administrator
270-653-5558
Jackson Purchase Medical Center has
immediate full-time opening for a
CCU RN 7p - 7a shift & PRN Surgical
Tech. Excellent salary, shift differentials
and benefits. Qualified applicants may fax
or mail resume and references to JPMC's
HR Department or complete an application
at the address below:

e

Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Human Resources Department
Suite 402
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Fax: 270-251-4443.
EEO M/FN/D

On Call and full-time homemakers to
work providing personal care services
and light housekeeping in the homes of
the elderly in Marshall and Calloway
Counties. Must have own transportation
and possess a valid Kentucky driver's
license. Starting salary' $5.41 per hour.
Mileage reimbursement, Send letter of
application to lanna York. West
Kentucky Allied Services, Inc., P.O. Box
736, Mayfield, Kentucky 42066 or call
at 1 -800-294-273 1 or 270-247-4046.
For this type of employment, state law
requires a criminal record check as a
condition of employment. EOE

ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE

13395 Highway 641 South
Immediate opening for sales. Experience in
floor covering preferred. Pay commensurate
with experience. Apply in person
Monday through Saturday. 9AM-5PNI

•

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

Fortune 503 Company has opening in
LOCAL area.
• One of the hest training programs
available, expense-paid
•Company 40IK savings & employ:ee stock
ownership plan
• Top benefits: health, dental, life and
disability insurance
• Junior Executive Training program based on
performance
For confidential personal interview

Call Mon.& Tues.• 270-293-9498
EOF/MF

NATIONAL Property
Management
Company is seeking a
strong candidate for a
Full time leasing position. Candidate must
be comfortable using
standard business systems and possess
strong communication
skills. Prefer experience but willing to
train. Drug Free
Workplace*
Background
Screening' Benefits'
Equal Opportunity
Employer* Fax
resumes to
270 759-3005.

Lou V. MeGary

k.

Limousines & vans

Does Your Policy Pay 100'4 of
the Deductibles?

eurglairar'N-Ila

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

3°414
.
4. SI' Illa.....-:,,,,ZAINalatiet4l/lt MR./li
Murray. KY OE I
14416367-6757
13787595060
All Occasion

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $992 on Part A; $131 on
Part B Call me for more information

Transportation • Airport Service • Certified Driters

MY cumyrs
753-7890•8 a.m.-8 p.m.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILR(IG FOR

Save Money On Your
Medicare Supplement Premiums!
Call today for premium prices and financial
ratings for all companies iriffering Medicare
Supplements in Kentucky.
'Choice of doctors & hospitals
'All deductibles & co-insurance fully paid
'You pay nothing on Medicare approved
treatments
'No claim filing on your part

- PREPLANNING Dana, Willoughby
Prt.-.17.intselinN( Specialist
-.,

270-753-I348
1-800-800-0742
Prism Senior Services

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
in person at Sonic
Drive-ln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

,ii.,

Avoid intlihonary cost.
Lock in price, single pay or
payment plan.

la

Set up Pre-Thana Trust.

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd

• Murray, KY 42071

Tern( Isaacs/Karen Isain-s. chimers

Fiser
''.'''i
Commercial Waste ,-,----lutch-sAid
elm
Disposal

N ‘ All Types of RRefuse Service
---

ZI

..._.

_

& Electrical Repair
Hazel, KY 42049
II=

i

Paving - Sealcoating - Hauling

270-753-2279

**Sales Support/Billing/AR***
Must be eager to learn, have strong work
ethic & enjoy providing excellent service to clients. Knowledge of Excel and
Word required. Full time with health
benefits. 8AM-5PM. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1249, Murray, KY 42071 or
open_jobCso yahoo.com

Asphalt Laborers
Ar19.1.1111711111.1t raDar

H&G Construction Company is seeking
to hire asphalt laborers with at least 2
years experience. Average Prevailing
wage job pays $25 + per hour. Applicant
must be familiar with asphalt raking,
screed operations, pavers and rollers.
Please send your resume to 7025 Old
Cairo Road, West Paducah, KY 42086.
EOE

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS
NEEDED
04/25/07 to 12/20/07
$8.65/hour. 75% of total contract hours guaranteed. Work tools, supplies & equip. provided at
no cost. Free housing to workers outside local
commuting area. Transportation & subsistence
expenses provided to non-resident workers at
50% of contract completion. Contact local job
service office. Kimbro Farms, LLC - Murray,
KY. #K Y0237495

Truck Drivers

with Class A' CDLs.
needed
Responsibilities will include hauling
asphalt and other construction materials
in triaxle dump trucks. If you meet these
requirements, send your resume or
apply in person at 7025 Old Cairo Road,
West Paducah, KY 42086. No phone
calls.
EOE

060

NURSING position
available at the Allergy
& Asthma Clinic of
West Kentucky. 33-35
hours per week.
Monday thru Thursday.
Send resume to 2957
US Hwy 641 North
Murray, KY 42071 or
you may fax to
(270)759-1215. Please
include at least two
references.
PARADISE
Resort/HMA Hotels
now hiring full/p1 positions. Immediate openings for upbeat. friendly and service oriented
individuals. Starting at
37.50 hour plus resort
advantages. Apply
today or send resume
to. tmarkumehmahotels.com
Paradise Resort
1024 Paradise Dnve
Murray, KY 42071.
270-436-2767
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bnng
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641N.. Murray. KY
42071.
SEASONAL,
Drivers/Loader
Operators needed for
local Ag. Business.
requires a drug test &
background check.
Apply at 110 E.
Sycamore St. Murray,
KY . 753-1423

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS

NEEDED
04/20/07 to 12/1907
S8.65/hour. 75% of total contract hours guaranteed. Wait tools, supplies & equip. provided at
no cost. Free housing to workers outside local
commuting area. Transportation & subsistence
expenses provided to non-resident workers at
50% of contract completion. Contact your
local job service office. Scott Lowe - Murray.
KY 410237258

Now hiring
smiling faces
for all shifts.
Apply in person
at Wendy's

226-9398
492-8191

TN LIC #58393• KY LicACE60221 ME9837
Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Years

140
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Help Wanted

CMAITAG

Appliance

1-800-585-6033

Ton y Tra v is

ittflp001

'
s
RSPIP .... ''''tlilbei

TRAVIS ASPHALT

PERMANENT work
Friday, Saturday,
Sunday. Mechanically
inclined a plus. Great
for retiree. Cell
a
227-5662

NYTTelk

INSURANCE

.,. Illr.G.00 labprtpti

salaried direct support professional posir

College
TIMBER OR SALE

GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following positions: CNA
6-2p Full Time, CNA
10p-6a
Full
time.
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
learn may apply in person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St., Mayfield,
KY 42066

Help Warded

Went to Buy

TOP Appointment
Setters Needed
Immediately,
No selling. $10415 per
hour. Excellent phone
voice
required.
Experience a plus. Call
753-3799 Mon-Fn after
9AM.

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

15 Day Local
Tractor Trailer
Training!
No Expenerh.,
No CDT'
NO PROBLEM!
I ifehme lob Phu:erne:1'
Flexible Financing
Train ',kali% in the
11lit-frees/ion, Center
I- it Yintr ((interne'',
Weekend Classes
Aitul
CALL VOLUNTEER
NOW!
800-838-3803
41414 volunleertraining net
030
Domestic I Childcare

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633
150
Articles
For Sale
92 Cougar, V-8. tech,
sun-roof, new transmission, NC, tires,
loaded $2,575 OBO.
Washer 753-4109
BLACK frame pool
table/aqua blue felt
with accessories (balls,
sticks, etc). Must sell.
Asking $400 0130.
227-7578

CARETAKER for elder
y. Experienced and
eferences. 270-2271879. 270-492-8017

CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553

CINGULAR cell
phones
Direct TV & Dish
Network Satellite TV.
Local people, cornpetilve prices. Wood
Electronics Court
Square
Murray 753-0530

A Better Quicker
Computer Fixer.
DUNCAN CREEK
TECHNOLOGY
(270)4S9-2666
loww.iiereelLeser
(We do networks too.)

FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system.
America's Top 60 channels
for
only
MDM COMPUTERS
$19.99/mo. Get your
A+ Certified Technician .choice
of
HBO,
•'
'
7 r Service/ repairs.
Cinemax, Starz, or
759.3556
Showbme FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR Of
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
HD Televisions
753-3633
Come by Olympic
Toying U.S. silver Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
& gold coins.
HD
Televisions,
All mint sets,
Plasma. LCD, DIP. &
proof sets, and
CRTs. Brands by
other old coins.
Toshiba, Sony, LG.
293-6999
Zenith. & JVC. We also
have a large selection
WANTED
of entertainment cenJunk cars, trucks and
ters & TV carts.
tractors 436-5235
Beasley TV 759-0901

CLASSIFIEDS

21t• Mondin, \larch 19, 2007
2/0
. *obis Home For Sale

Calloway County
•ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

Saturday, April 7, 2007
10:00 AM
I.0CATION:
3624 Hwy.464
Backusburg Rd.)
Kirksty. KY.
From %Infra) !ravel 121 North 2.6
Nlales lo lio). 299. lurn Right
Prix eed 4 Miles to Ilya). 464
ha.kusburg Rd.. I urn Left On
Bay kusburg ltd. %lid lravel 3.6
Miles to Site. I
Myt.field lake
Ilwa. 464 East 1Backusburg Rd.) 9.6
Miles to Propert.. Signs Pu,trd."
BRICK 11( esIE
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READY to move in
new construction
under $200.000, 3 bcfr
2 bath, covered front
porch great neighborhood We have other
properties also, call
today 293-0139
REDUCED'
New construction,
ready to move in
116 Thoroughbred
Drive Call daytime
293-9747, 752-0624.
Evenings 753-3966
SECLUDED country
brick home 38FU2BA.
7+ acres. 436-2351 or
www ediststate.com
mls. 1024640 html

10.15
Acres
Iii 5 tracts

•
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Real Estate 9 Auction

3BP
i

2088 State Route 45 North - Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Dole Ray Orris Broker Auc tioneer

(270) 247-3253 or 1-800-380-4318
"PEOPLE WORKING FOR PEOPLE"

Mobile Home Lots For Rent

-11ECI
Apartments For Rent

133
-L

Apartments For Rent

SELL YOUR
PROPERTY
AT AUCTION
753-5086
(270)527-2931

LARGE
SELECTION
haw APPLIANCES
WARCHILKINS

430

MI. RENT-11.S

04 Harley Heritage
Classic Black & smoky
gold Low miles. extra
chrome 753-2751
2002 Yamaha 650 VStar Custom, 7.500
miles windshield, bars
bags purple. $3,5013
1999 Honda Shadow
Ace 11.000 miles lots
of extras, lots of
chrome. 53.500 270354-624C atter 6 OOPM

753-1713

S

SOUTHWOOD
and
Story Avenue duplexes Call 767-9948

_
20121 Ford Escape
Eicy'
player
CD
remote entry
Only
54 000 miles 59 50i.
0E30 Call 978-19,%3
1998 GMC Jai my
SLR/ /55,400 miles 4
Door automatic si.1pkg power stemAM FM CD p1

Real Estate

mrs ()R t(;F
N„

On the Square Murray
160

ATV's

rION,

Paint, Light Fixtures, Rotted or
Son Floor Repair, Roof Leaks.
Plumbing Leaks, Etc.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

WE CLEAN QE OUR MESS DAILY!

Rum lim CONSTRET1

,Cd terry hog& or Igoe Ihrtaren•
759-4704

,Sims.i.0

COLLEGE student
looking tor yards to
mow 10+ years experience references
available Cali Patrick
841-2952

24 nowt saavIca
Res . Coin

Ind

ellsCd & 111stlicti

753-9562 i
MILLS 414 SON
Pressure Washing

270-227-6160
1)RI . ttNIBI II 1)1K'.
110511 ii\,110 I !H es
•
•Mcial ti

436-2867 Lambs
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
remoya) etc Insured

• ildillionsiReniis ations
FREE ESTIMATES

4 lip 5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
jarages gutters
. tree work

1270)293-0433
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
'YOU dor t have time
or
Painting. siding. rootdecks
293-5438

A I Joe s Mower
'
,
pair brie-up spe
ik 136-2867
A 1 Stump Ramo,JI
Fully insured
437 3044

Doan Electrical
Services

AFFORDABLE
lependable taysi
489-2027

44
I,

therthinment
OMAR h 37" wide
mid 76" tall and
his pull out
drawers for
011111PRIEWA.. S1,000.

340
Houses For Rent

Stubblefield
Storage
97 Crossland Rd

753-2753. 210-2910
7E14120

270-753-2279

370
ommerciai Prop
For Sale

J.SC.1UIt

489 2839
(;ALL()%1A1'
I.AWN SERVICE
mowing. mulching.
trimming. Please call
for fair estimate

753-8682
227-0726
GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE
MOW+EIG & TRImMING
LEAF REMOVAL,
HEDGES TRIMMED,
GUTTER CLEANING

Now Renting
5x10 &10x10
(270)293-7116

WE Buy HOUSES

489-2689. 293-6073

Any Location,
Any Condition
Cash or "terms
Call 761410ME
(4663)

I

BUILDING For Sale

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL

• v. cci,
•

A' 1 -

Acreage

pickup,
i.`a lied/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Dozer work & Track
hoe

JOE'S JOBS
Small household
repair & yard work.
Senior friendly
Saris

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
,.•

753-4344• 227-5644

Lamb 'S Lawn
Service
I 1..
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Campers
-

r
•

'Sax

f
I

11

iyco Carnpn,
„,

380
Pets & Supplies

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
-since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
•Emergency Water
Removal •Ouick
Drying
Free Estimates
753-5827
LOOKING for yards to
mow Most yards $15
to 520 Call 227-2087
METAL installed on
nouses and barns
Contact
Darrin
N
phone 270-752-01,4

PAYTON
LAWN CARE
laun mowing. tentli/ing.
shrub (=flung, light
haskhoe work. tilling &
Nish ho.:111.',‘III2

270-436-5507

rnost scrap washers
dryers, wire, & scrap
metal for it.
Frie.illy ..se•ecus sers,ce
' CALL 227 2864

Van Buren

TRAVIS ASPHALT

Free F:stimaies
(AI 12701 293-7061
H • 12701 759-9545

Todd Doan
767-0433• 3504954

Asphalt Paving,&
Sealcoating
Comm.& Res.
Licensed S. Insured.

•

• mow mile
• weed 1:ating

We Pick Up 0505

▪

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
, 4'h.'tm
,
CIA

kEvEvsI \‘‘
SER It I

Indust'lal.( ommeicial
:mkt Roadential wink

490
Used Cars

II

grads
ment
dune
x% eati

('our

!Ste('
match
phost
Bent

calk

I 9141.

10 si

mit entertainment

LIN

l)enn
IS). I
the I

'Hill Electric

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

*Zsati 46" big
screen TV with
bop custom made

:sured

sod & Fur

Li. •

227-8575 Dirt Cheap
Lawn Service.
Bush trimming, gutter
cleaning, spnng cleaning. & much more

ALL CARPENTRY

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

Mur

Remodeling. Siding. Drywall.

All (ohs - big 1/I sitiall

SpOrt[ult Vehicles

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Services Oland

1111311ee For Sale

t15

I

280
Mobile Homes For Rant

ni m

530

I

BEAUTIFUL
3BR
2BA with tirep
walnut cabinets &
appliances", Call
731-584-9430 tor
appointment'
RENT or Rent to Own'
,IBA 1 58A 14x70
5425 00 nic. deposit
All appl,ares includ
ed
71 HOME
'E'rilnwepruperty
al
'EN" 3BR 28.11 with
'oom &
porch"
Must see"'
731-584-9109

Murray Ledger & Times

41 124' S4b4
r tiertsor a wk net

Rodney Lamh

Calloway
Trash S•rvit•

sTOCKDALE

270-752-0179

POOR lawn service?
Call me' Accepting new
customers for 2007.
Lawns will be maintained
by
owner.
Professional training.
18 years experience.
Professional results
guaranteed.
David
761-4700. 436-5085
R&VV Backhoe. Dozer
& Trucking, LLC.
Specializing in building
pads. driveways septic
systems. storm shelters.
Jimmy Reed
..'70-705-0443
Mike Weaks
.,70-705-0399
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RELIABLE
LAWN CARE
dependable
mowing & trimming

q41111

270-293-6119
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
',ources reliable, but
inaccuracies do of-cur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and compa••,es mentioned herein
ire believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
nv of its employees
if:cept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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Homes For Sale

i I 75 3
1 9184

1.11
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LANDSCAPING
& TREE FARM
I

I ,ItI

.1a4

is n and

'amiss-Aix' needs

LIVE Oak Adis
•.•

761-3740 293-4045

r

293-6369

vARD mowing starting
crty at $15 a
. iso 2707053555
ARD
work
Reasonable rates Call
Tern, at 759-1811 or
293 1745

4,N3
Orlycc,ey

104

BAacre
teled
y II
ris work
1,1
,
4e lock
'• ' '•
5/F4 300

4 14 4 14
AO

•

'51 8211

$ 44t rr,,nfr

lawn 20 years at
APP Fr listings
)4))(, 560 1951 E xt
t-

Storage Rentais
1,

A,

E ya.
RED OAKS APTS
Special
11114 .'HA

NOW OPIN:
IHM:GESS
MINI STORAGE

,r

rf
.,1

• ,
f-..{

1.

• A Mykuyall3d
K.' Ponplo hduip.•

t

•

Call Today'
753-8668

(,arden/Essex ()twills
k pa rtments
I
• • \lorry\ p., 't
270-753-8556
I I/1) I -S00-545-1833 - Ft. 283
v, •
Mit a floors 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.ec

I p.m. to 4 p.m.

yniao

Ha, I \ .1,r
!him
• -ria. Guard 1rnier)
270•751WMISS

-$3s9eo. call tw7049,'
8575 after 64-in- a..k
'or Dale

NE& BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units

Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

lF414 "BA tiPai4.41.1
•
w iik
F.- '4 244
•.-18,445
270527 5645
014(xCA °SURE 3BR
$24 900 For listngs 800-560-1951 ext
S020 •
FSBO- 3loct 2-12
bath 2,940 sq -ft
car garage great
neighborhood Pnced
below appraisal
$229.500 Call
i 2701217-4265

ININ11.1)1All
DEBT RELII I
1‘c
%our
boo-. or take os er
t•avnients
( all "fi1-455s
ask tor Kristin

5 7
Mercruiser load Less
than 80 hours, brand
new beige,burgundy
435-4050 after 6 OOPM

Going on
Vacation?

2000 Lowe 1765 90
Evinrude
2 Eagle
graphs Tile-Lok spider
rig system ready for
water, good condition
293-5215 or 293-0234
1986 Glasstron baboat Trolling mote=
depth- finder
90-H
Johnson $2.500 2931231 435-4552 night
530

Services Merle
LAM
LAWN SFRVICF
Landscaping, Tree
Shrub trimming
Satistactton guaranteed

Call 753-1816
1
Lawn
Mowing
mulch other services
also 753-6294
227-8658 Cell

Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it for You
that time of year, and
everybody wants to get
out of the house But
before you go. just make
o simple phone cull and
ask for "Vacation Pak
That way you won't
muss a single thing

We'll deliver your
"Vacation Pak"
when you return

Call 270-753-1916
Circulation Department
and ask for

"Vacation Pak."

sil
l
EDGER
MES
0

1 Stop Construction
New homes. add-ons
remodeling & all eiecmcal needs Licensed &
uscurod 0715 77Sg

When you come back,
catch up on Garfield,
your city council, letters
to the editor, the
obituaries and editorials

MURRAY

1001 Whitriell Ave., Murray, KY

171

limes
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Murray Ledger & Times

LookintiBack
10 years ago
Published is
picture of fifth
graders at Southwest Calloway Elementary School in the hallway
dunng recess because of the rainy
weather yesterday. Pictured are
Courtney Walker and Brittany
McCuiston sharing a corn as they
catch up on some reading. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane.
Marshall County District Judge
Dennis Foust has been chosen by
Ky. Gov. Paul Patton to serve as
the new circuit court judge of
Calloway and Marshall counties.
Ibis will be to fill the vacancy
sleeted by David Buckingham who
was recently appointed to the Kentucky Court of Appeals.
Births reported include a girl
to Janey and Danny Howell, a
ho'. to Deborah and Frankie Rogers
and a boy to Tonya and Stephen
Grace, March 14.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Sgt.
Bill McDougal of the Murray
Police Department working on the
ctimputer as a dispatcher. The photo
tk as by Staff Photographer Donna
Newcom
Births reported include a girl
to Elizabeth and Steve Hausman,
March 15.
In the semi-finals of the First
Regional High School Boys Basketball Tournament Calloway
County l.akers lost 75-49 to Graves
County Eagles and Marshall County Marshals won 63-59 over Paducah Tilghman Tornado. High team
scorers were Scott Nix for Callow ay, Ellington for Graves.
Solonion and Birdsong for Marshall and Tivis for Tilghman.
30 years ago
Nationally syndicated columnist
Jack Anderson. widely known for
his investigation and interpretation of scandalous events, will
lecture in Beshear gym of Mura
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ray State University Student Center at 8 p.m. 00 March 21.
Murray High School Tigers lost
82-61 to Louisville Valley in their
second game of the Kentucky
High School Basketball Tournament at Freedom Hall, Louisville.
High team scorers for Murray
were Andrea Perry with 13, Bill
McHugh for 14 and Brett Harcourt for 12.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. David Eldridge.
March 14.
40 years ago
Carolyn Butterworth, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Butterworth.
has been named as "Miss Spring
of 1967" for the annual edition
published by the Murray Ledger
& Times. She is a student at Murray High School.
E-2 Homer Flenoy Barrow has
left for Fort Dix. NJ_ where he
will sail for a tour of duty with
the United States Army in Vietnam.
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer, dean of
the graduate school at Murray
State University, was the speaker
at a meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
50 years ago
Winners of the Teen Age Rodeo
held in Murray were James Hall
of Murray High School. first Glen
Grogan of Murray Training School.
second: and Bobby Baize!! of Kirksey High School. third. Twenty-two contestants entered the rodeo_
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mt
and Mrs. Billy Davis. a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Pace and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Carroll.
Connie Dowdy, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Dowdy. has
been assigned the position of communication agent for Capitol Airlines in Baltimore. Md.

Early screening yields best
odds of beating colon cancer
DEAR ABBY: In January,
the American Cancer Society
reported that cancer deaths had
dropped for the second year
in a row. The study noted that
there was a big decline in colorectal cancer mortality. This
is great news. Abby, but we
can't rest on
these laurels.
The
decline in
colon cancer
deaths
is
largely
attributed to
early detecDear Abby tion, which
is why it's
so important
By Abigail
for those 50
Van Buren
and over to
get tested. I need your help
in continuing to get the word
out about the importance of
getting tested for colorectal
(commonly known as "colon"
cancer.
Just as every woman knows
that breast cancer screening
saves lives. every man and
woman should know that colon
cancer screening also saves
lives. Starting at age 50, men
and women -- regardless of their
family history, -- should talk
with their doctors about their
testing options for this deadly disease.
Getting tested can stop colon
cancer before it starts because
the tests enable doctors to detect
and remove hidden growths
i called "polyps" before they

,..an become cancerous. The

Todaylnllistory
By The Associated Press
Friday is Monday. March 19.
the 78th day of 2(X)7. There are
287 days left in the year. This is
the date the swallows traditionally return to the San Juan Capistrano Mission in California.
'Foday 's Highlight in History:
On March 19. 1945, during
World War II, 724 people were
killed when a Japanese dive bomber
attacked the U.S. carrier Franklin
off Japan: the slep, however, was
say ed
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On this date:
In 1859, the opera "Faust" by
Charles Gounod premiered in Paris.
In 1917, the Supreme Court.
in Wilson v. New, upheld the
eight-hour work day for railroad
workers.
In 1918. Congress approyed
Daylight-Saving Time.
In 1931, Nevada Gov. Fred B.
Balzer signed a measure legalizing casino gambling.
In 1945, Adolf Hitler issued
his so-called "Nero Decree," order-

mg the destruction of German
lie-duties that could fall into Allied
hands.
In 1951, Herman Wouk N World
War 11 novel "The Caine Mutiny"
was first published.
In 1953. the Academy Awards
ceremony w
teley ised for the
first time: "The Greatest Show on
Earth" was named best picture of
1952_
In 1979, the U.S. House of
Representatives began televising as
day-to-day business.
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OW AM I SUPPOSED TO
GET TO S,..EEP WITH ALL. Tlakr
GLOWING GOING

Garden produce gives
reader berry bad rash

tests can also detect cancer in
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
an early stage. When found at a garden and have been eatits earliest, most treatable stage, ing a lot of strawberries, bluecolon cancer has a 90 percent
berries, etc. I have started getsurvival rate!
ting rashes, which are probaMarch is National Colorecbly connected to the high berry
tal Cancer Awareness Month. consumption. I have started
I hope your readers will become
taking
more aware of the need to be
Benadryl
tested and discuss it with their
before eatdoctors as well as friends and
ing
them,
loved ones who should be testand
this
ed. Thanks for your help, Abby.
helps. (I do
-- RICHARD C. WENDER,
I ove
M.D., PRESIDENT, AMERIberries.)
CAN CANCER SOCIETY
Is this a
DEAR DR. WENDER:
good idea?
You're welcome. And thank
Dr. Gott There is
you for your important and
probably a
timely reminder, which proves
risk of the
By
the truth of the saying, "An
Dr. Peter Gott allergy
ounce of prevention is worth
worsening.
a pound of cure." Because colon
But is it also possible that the
cancer is one of those "silent"
allergy negates all the wondiseases that can take hold
derful antioxidants and it does
before a person realizes he or
more hams than good to conshe is in trouble, it's vital that tinue eating these things'?
men and women be checked
DEAR READER: Your rash
for it on a regular basis.
could certainly indicate an allerSome good news: Medicare gy to something you are connow covers all the tests for suming. I suggest that you
colon cancer. New Medicare check with an allergist, who
beneficiaries within the first
will test you and advise you
six months of enrollment can
about possible food allergies.
learn more about these tests
Meanwhile, continue
the
by taking advantage of the
BenacItyl as long as it reduces
"Welcome to Medicare" visit. or prevents your skin reaction.
It's an initial wellness physiYou can also experiment. Try
cal exam that gives benefici- eating a single type of berry
aries and physicians a chance each day. This will help narto discuss health risk factors row down which berry or
and schedule cancer screenberries is causing the rash.
ings already 'covered by
You should also reduce the
Medicare, including those for frequency in which you eat
colon cancer.
berries or the number the berries
As always, the American
you consume at each sitting.
Cancer Society is there to help
To give you related inforwith a free information kit to
mation, I am sending .you a
assist readers in talking to their copy of my Health Report
doctors about colon cancer test- "Allergies." Other readers who
ing. Let the society help you
would like a copy should send
stop colon cancer before it starts
a long, self-addressed. stamped
by calling the toll-free number: (800) 227-2345.

envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
always believed that one should
not take any medication, including vitamins, etc., on an empty
stomach. Then I started taking Fosamax, and 1 know it
must be taken on an empty
stomach.
However, two months ago,
my pharmacist gave me, with
my refill prescription of
levothyroxine. which I have
taken for some I I years, a
sheet saying it should be taken
on an empty stomach. That
was the first time I had ever
been given that instruction. My
questions are I.) has my thyroid extract been wasted all
these years by taking it after
breakfast, and 2.) is it OK to
take several things all at once,
such as a multivitamin, calcium, fish oil and adult aspirin?
I imagine your information
about this would be of benefit to other readers.
DEAR READER: Without
measuring your thyroid function with a blood test. I cannot say whether your medicine is being affected by being
taken after breakfast.
With respect to other possible drug interactions, I urge
you to review this issue with
your pharmacist or your physician. The chance is high that
some foods (or other medications) could interfere with your
current drug therapy. This situation is especially critical
because many patients are
paving the way for toxicity or
loss of therapeutic efficiency.
You need more sound information.

ContractBridge

DEAR ABBY: In one of
my college classes, the professor was adamant about not
clapping in the middle of a
live theater performance. He
said clapping interrupts the
performers and should be done
only at the end of each piece.
Yet every time I attend a
concert or ballet, the audience
claps after each dance, song
or sometimes even a fancy
move. What is proper etiquette
at a live performance? -- LAUREN IN CAVE CREEK,ARIZ,
DEAR LAUREN: Ideally
it would be preferable if the
audience waited until "the fat
lady sang" before starting the
applause because not only can
it distract the performer, it can
also be annoying to other members of the audience. However, because applause is an
expression of appreciation -and often spontaneous -- it is
impossible to control. (That's
why some people avoid rock
concerts.)

Last dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 9 6 2
•K 9'S 3
•.1
•.1 1064
WEST
EAST
*10
•Q 8 7
10 8 6 4
1PQ 7 2
•7 5 3 2
•AK ION4
+Q 9 8 2
43
SOUTH
*K 5 4 3
WA J
•Q 96
+A K 7 5
The bidding:
East
South
West
North
1•
Dble
2•
:1•
Pass
3*
Pass
4*
Opening lead — two of diamonds.
This baud was played in 1981 at
Montreux. Switzerland, by Andrzej
Wilkosz, Polish star. It occurred in
the European Championship and was
widely regarded as the "I land of the
Year."
He reached four spades as shown.
and West led the diamond deuce.
East won with the king and returned
the three of clubs. It may appear that
South must lose two spades and a
club in addition to the diamond

already lost, but Wilkosz proceeded
to make a senes of plays that were so
well timed that they could not have
been improved upon had he seen the
opponents' cards.
He took the club three with the
ace, ruffed a diamond and returned
the three of hearts to his jack. When
the finesse succeeded, he cashed the
ace of hearts, ruffed the queen ofdiamonds and cashed dummy's king of
hearts, producing this position:
North
•A 9
•9
4) 10 6
West
East
#10
4 Q.1 X 7
•10
•A 10
•7
dirt) 9 k
South
•K 5 4 3
•K 7
With six tricks already in the till,
Wilkosz next led a club from
dummy. East realized he could not
gain by rutting, so he discarded a
diamond. Declarer won the club with
the king. cashed the K-A of trumps
and led the nine of hearts from
dummy. Regardless of what East
decided to do. Wilkosz could not be
stopped from scoring one of his
trumps for his 10th trick.

Tomorrow: Point, counterpoint.
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I'M some,AdAm,IF MY
TEST PAPER 15 A LITTLE
HARP TO READ...

I MAD TROUBLE WRITING
IT BECAUSE THERE WAS
SOMETHING ON MY DESK..

A HEAP!

1 Ravioli
or linguine
6 Blockbuster
rental
11 Decks out
12 Desk drawer
item
14 Postal delivery
15 Work, as clay
17 Speaker's
pause
18 JFK posting
19 Coffee maker
20 Leafy climber
21 Loch monster
23 Unser and Gore
24 Night crawler
25 Lament
27 'Walk Away -"
28 Teaser
30 Et for Hans
31 Zero
32 Ocean-liner
letters
33 Trite
35 Lose heat

36 Branch
37 Turkey or cat
38 Alike
42 - - iitty
43 Stooge with
bangs
44 Prune off
45 Twice Ill
46 Provides capital
48 Tiny insect
49 In a spooky
manner
51 Cochise s tribe
53 Flies off the
handle
54 Donates
DOWN
1 Babble
2 Caruso rendi
bons
3 Maghe or Mine°
4 Baseballs
- Cobb
5 Question
6 Goes off course
7 OPEC member
8 Pop

vs into
'
'
4 Savings!'
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9 Einsteinium
510 Works of art
11 Final word
13 Makes a poem
16 Canceled

20 Atom fragment
22 Threw
a punch
23 Help out
24 Rural
necessities
26 Your choice
27 Grande of
Bravo
28 On the go
29 Fluffier
31 - de guerre
34 Narrow inlet
35 Woman on
campus
37 Theater
awards
39 Wonderland
girl
40 Night-flying
insects
41 Sport
of fencing
43 Bedroom
slipper
46 Stocky sweet
47 Decline 013
stock prices
48 NBA player
50 Nile god
52 Geometry
term
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Your
*IOU make strong positive

choices Tonight Happy as a cat
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** How you work with others comes to light
be aware Express your natural preferences
Others are empowered just by knowing you You
have the ability to stay in tune with associates
Your high energy takes you in a new direction
Tonight Follow another s lead
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Others allow you greater flow and interest Understanchng will take you in a new direction
if you are open and willing to let others run with the
ball You talk a strong game arid others lind you
persuasive Tonight Follow the leader
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Emphasize effectiveness and what needs to
he done Your perspective will take you in a new
dir-ection if you allow it to You might spend more to
make your professional image stronger Be willing
to revamp your desires Tonight Easy does it
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Your optimism helps others clear Out
Ahut Could be a problem You are innovative and
'Lill of ideas Let others see your ,tyle You have a
way and manner Thar inspire', many Listen to your
sixth sense Tonight F On nd games
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You are anchored and well grounded You
know what works You still might be taken advantage of financially because though you are practical in this area you are also a dreamer Investigate
options that involve property Tonight Happy at
home
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You WO* and evolve in a new direction Let
your dreams become a reality by acting Embody
the goal Friend-, come through in a big way You
might want to rethink :a ertain friendship Tonight
Talk op a storm
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Your instincts might be right-on You might
need to handle your finances this spending 4 I1 a
different manner Approar h work or a boss riff e ntly You II get resuas Understanding helps you
work with a difficult associate Tonight Treat your
self
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